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Abstract— We have developed a finger-shaped sensor array (BioTac®) that provides simultaneous information about 

contact forces, microvibrations and thermal fluxes, mimicking the full cutaneous sensory capabilities of the human 

finger.  For many tasks, such as identifying objects or maintaining stable grasp, these sensory modalities are synergistic.   

For example, information about the material composition of an object can be inferred from the rate of heat transfer from 

a heated finger to the object, but only if the location and force of contact are well controlled.  In this chapter we introduce 

the three sensing modalities of our sensor and consider how they can be used synergistically.  Tactile sensing and signal 

processing is necessary for human dexterity and is likely to be required in mechatronic systems such as robotic and 

prosthetic limbs if they are to achieve similar dexterity. 

 

Index Terms— Force and Tactile Sensing, Biomimetics, Dexterous Manipulation, Thermal Sensing, Texture 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

HE performance of robotic and prosthetic hands in unstructured environments is substantially limited by their 

having little or no tactile information compared to the multi-modal sensory feedback of the human hand.  The 

necessity of tactile information is evidenced in clinical cases where patients who suffer peripheral nerve damage to 

their hands are able to initiate, but not maintain stable grasp due to lack of sensory feedback from cutaneous 

receptors [1].  Rapid reflexive adjustment of grip is essential for handling objects and depends on tactile feedback via 

the spinal cord [2].  Autonomous robots can deal only with rigid objects in known orientations, specifically because 

they lack tactile feedback.  Overcoming this limitation would enable many commercial applications, including 

anthropomorphic robotic assistants, teleoperated dexterous manipulators, autonomous robots, quantitative palpation 

for medical diagnostics, and prosthetic hands. 

Tactile sensing in robotic end-effectors must meet two types of haptic requirements: those geared toward object 

identification and characterization (e.g. determination of compliance, thermal and textural properties) and those 

designed for manipulation (e.g. closed loop control of grip force).  Most applications will involve both: first 

exploratory movements are made to gain information about the object and its properties in order to select and 

implement intelligent strategies to handle it.  For example, characterization of friction coefficients will influence the 

required grip force applied in manipulation strategies.   

One of the limiting factors in robotics has been the absence of sensitive yet robust sensors that can be incorporated 

into anthropomorphic mechatronic fingers and used in the often hostile environments in which hands function.  A 

wide variety of tactile sensing technologies have been attempted. Transduction mechanisms such as optics, 

capacitance, piezoelectric, ultrasound, conductive polymers, etc. provide some useful sensing but only for limited 

environments or applications.  Most require large numbers of delicate transducers and connections in deformable 

media that will be in harm’s way.  Table 1 summarizes various types of sensors based on transduction mechanism.  

In-depth surveys of tactile sensing technologies can be found in [3-6]; additional information can be found in the 

dynamic tactile sensing chapter in this book. 

While a wide array of technologies have been developed, the great majority of sensors have focused on individual 

sensing modalities rather than the multimodal combination of sensory capabilities found in human skin. We have 

developed a finger-shaped sensor array (BioTac®) that provides simultaneous information about the contact forces 
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[7], microvibrations [8], and thermal fluxes induced by contact with external objects, thus mimicking the full 

cutaneous sensory capabilities of the biological finger (Figure 1).   

 
Table 1: Summary of Tactile Sensing Technologies 

Transduction Method Advantages Disadvantages Examples 

Capacitive Can be flexible, wide 

dynamic range, 

sensitive 

Hysteresis, noise, limited 

resolution 

Pressure Profile Systems 

Robotouch [9], [10] 

Inductive High sensitivity, 

repeatability 

Complex construction, 

electronics in workspace, 

low spatial resolution 

[11] 

Resistive: Deformable 

contact area 

Flexible, thin Hysteresis Inaba: Inastomer [12] 

Resistive: Conductive 

Fabric 

Flexible, robust, simple Unable to resolve more 

than one contact point 

[13] 

Resistive: Quantum 

tunneling composite 

Sensitive, wide 

dynamic range 

Hysteresis, gas absorption Peratech QTC [14] 

 

Resistive: Strain gauge Sensitive, wide 

dynamic range 

Bulky, expensive ATI: Nano 17 Load Cell [15] 

Resistive: Piezoresistive 

Conductive Polymer 

Thin, low cost, simple Hysteresis, stiff Tekscan Flexiforce [16] 

Resistive: Piezo-MEMS Small, multi-element Large number of wires in 

workspace 

[17] 

Resistive/ Capacitive: 

Liquid channels 

embedded in elastomer 

Small, flexible, 

multidimensional force 

sensing capability  

Large number of wires in 

workspace 
[18] 

Polymer-MEMs (multi-

modal) 

Measures 6-DOF force, 

heat-flow, temperature, 

roughness 

Large number of wires in 

workspace, wiring 

complexity 

[19] 

Piezoelectric Detects dynamics for 

slip and texture 

Only detects dynamic 

events, thermal sensitivity 

[20, 21]  

Optical: Video 

processing 

Very high resolution, 

sensitive 

Computationally 

intensive, sensitive to 

ambient light 

[22, 23]  

Optical: Resistive Flexible, low hysteresis Complex fabrication [24] 

Magneto-elastic Very sensitive, low 

hysteresis 

Sensitive to external 

magnetic fields 

[25] 

Magneto-resistive Robust, sensitive, low 

hysteresis 

Noisy [26] 

Ultrasound Can resolve static and 

dynamic information 

High voltage, complex 

electronics 

[27, 28] 

 

The biomimetic BioTac array has an elastomeric skin inflated by a conductive liquid over a bone-like core, resulting 

in mechanical properties similar to a human fingertip [54].  Contact force deforms the skin and underlying fluid, 

resulting in changes in the electrical impedance of an array of electrodes arranged on the surface of the core.  

Artificial neural networks (ANN) and Gaussian mixture model regression (GMMR) can be used to extract three 

dimensional force vectors from a moderate number of nonlinear impedance sensing channels.  Sliding the skin over 

textured surfaces results in microvibrations that propagate as sound waves through the fluid to a pressure transducer 

(hydrophone) that is high-pass filtered and amplified to improve sensitivity.  Because the conductivity of the fluid 

increases with temperature, a commercial thermistor is located on the distal, flat portion of the core for temperature 

compensation of the fluid.  The BioTac is heated above ambient (like a biological finger), so the slope of temperature 

changes (thermal flux) provides an indicator of the thermal properties of contacted objects. 

This chapter will discuss the prior art and problems of using thermal and vibration sensing modalities to 

discriminate objects and detect slip.  We demonstrate that thermal characterization of objects obtained from principal 

component analysis of temperature derivatives provides information about their respective thermal effusivities.  We 

also show that information about texture and slip can be derived from vibrations of skin ridges sliding over a surface.  

In both cases it is necessary to calibrate for the force vectors applied to the sensor, as well as the point of application 
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of this force.  By merging these three modalities into a single device, robotic and prosthetic hands can benefit from a 

sensing package that provides the data required to identify and manipulate objects.  

II. METHODS 

A. BioTac Design – Electronic Architecture 

The BioTac contains integrated electronic circuitry to condition 

and digitize signals for all three sensing modalities. The 

complete signal processing chain for the integrated electronics 

is realized as a miniature 3-layer flex-circuit that carries all 

sensing electrodes, transducers and electronic components for 

placement in the mold that forms the rigid core [29]. The 

impedance sensing electrodes are switched by multiplexer 

(Analog Devices, Inc., #ADG732) and connected in series to a 

load resistor and in turn to the internal analog-to-digital (ADC) converter in the PIC microcontroller (Microchip 

Technology Inc., #dsPIC33FJ128GP802). This circuitry measures the voltage produced by the current passing 

through the fluid path from the excitation electrodes – four similar contacts distributed around the fingertip and 

driven by an AC-coupled, 4kHz clock that is synchronous with the multiplexer and ADC operations. The 

conventional MEMS pressure sensor (Honeywell, #26PC15SMT) for the fluid is amplified by operational amplifiers 

(Analog Devices, Inc., #AD8630) to produce both DC (pressure) and AC (vibration, 1kHz bandwidth) signals. The 

conventional thermistor (GE, #EC95) is similarly amplified to provide both DC (absolute temperature of the heated 

core) and AC (thermal flux into contacted objects) signals. All sensory data are acquired by the PIC microprocessor 

and sent out in a digital SPI data stream to the host computer. 
 

B. Force Sensing 

In detecting thermal and microvibration transients, it is important to control and know the amount of force applied.  

In the instance of thermal events, normal and tangential forces dictate the surface area between the contacted object 

and the compliant sensor and thus the heat-flux.  Sensing the location of contact force is also critical because thermal 

characterization requires the object to be contacted in a precise location with respect to the thermistor.  Because the 

sensor has a displaceable fluid layer, these forces will control the sensor’s geometry and how the heat-flux is 

conducted to the thermistor.  In the instance of the texture and slip sensing experiments, normal forces directly 

affected sensed signals. Sensing the normal and tangential forces when slip occurs can also be used to infer the 

friction coefficient between the sensor and the object.  In order to account for these phenomena, it is important that 

the sensor also be able to encode tri-axial forces.  For forces normal to an electrode, there is a monotonic increase in 

electrode impedance; the slopes of the curves depend complexly on probe curvature. As the skin deforms above a 

given working electrode, it constricts the conductive fluid path between the electrode and ground, increasing 

impedance [7].  Because the skin can slide laterally, tangential forces produce impedance changes at electrodes away 

from the contacting surface.  However, this behavior is non-linear and also depends on the point of application of 

force as well as radius of curvature of the incident object [7].   

 

B.1. Data Collection and Preprocessing 

In order to extract the richest data set possible, the sensor was exposed to a wide variety of radius of curvature 

objects (flat, 20mm, 7.2mm and 2mm diameter), points of contact and force vectors/ movements.  The tactile sensor 

was secured facing upwards in a vise positioned on a 6-axis Advanced Mechanical Technology Inc. HE6x6-16 force-

plate (Figure 2). 

Figure 1 (Top) Cross-sectional drawing of BioTac showing 

various components used for each sensing modality.  (Middle)  

Coordinate frame with lateral picture of device with skin 

removed; large disks on the distal portion are platinum 

electrodes. (Bottom) Angular view of sensor with skin and 

nail installed; device is inflated with 200 µL of fluid. 
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Figure 2: Data collection assembly with BioTac mounted to vise.  Inset Lower Right) Orange arrows highlight force vectors 

applied (4 of 5 showing); Inset Lower Center) Alternate view of sensor (figure reproduced from [56] with permission) 

 

Force directions were defined in a global reference frame with respect to the force-plate: Fz is vertical (downward 

= positive), Fy is lateral (left = positive), and Fx is along the longitudinal axis (towards the base of the vise = 

positive); see Figures 1 & 2.  The digital protractor ensured the vise was level.  The data were collected at 100 

samples/sec using a NI USB-SPI/I2C-8451 data acquisition block in conjunction with LabVIEW.  All data collected 

were digitally filtered by a 3-pole, 5 Hz low-pass filter. 

Probes were manually held with the hand steadied atop a solid block that was level with the vise.  Contact was 

made normal to the surface of the skin and force increased to 30 to 40N.  For example, probe forces applied to the 

palmar, center-line dots would be normal to the skin and parallel with the Z-axis. Probe forces applied on the lateral 

dots would again be normal to the skin, but parallel with the Y-axis.  The force was relaxed, contact retained and the 

probe tilted approximately +/-30 degrees away from the axis of stimulation (in both planes, see Fig. 2, inset), then the 

motion repeated for a total of 5 stimulations.  Stimulation motions were sufficiently slow relative to sample rate 

(100Hz) to assume quasi-static loading and care was taken to observe that no dynamic events occurred (e.g. probe 

slippage along the sensor surface).  Earlier attempts to use a stepping motor under computer control to generate the 

force vectors were abandoned because of a tendency to produce excessive force and potential damage to the BioTac 

skin.  The goal was to demonstrate that the sensor provides information that encodes force over a three-dimensional 

workspace.  It is not clear yet how such information will be used, so precise, position-controlled experiments were 

not performed. 

We compared various methods for extracting these force vectors using machine learning, in particular Gaussian 

mixture modeling regression and artificial neural networks, as well as Support Vector Machines. These preliminary 

results show that ANNs and GMMR have the best performance in estimating force vectors.  To extract force vectors 

using ANNs, a three-layer back-propagation perceptron was used because it is capable of approximating any given 

nonlinear relation when a sufficient number of neurons are provided in the hidden layer [30].  MATLAB’s Neural 

Network Toolbox 6.0.4 was used; data for each voltage channel were preprocessed by subtracting the mean and 

dividing by the variance.   

Prior to machine learning, the primary data sets were randomly divided into three sets: 1) a working set for training 

(70%), 2) a test set to measure the ability to generalize after training (15%), 3) a validation set to determine when 

training should be stopped (15%).  Training and subsequent use of the machine learning algorithms (MLA) are 

segregated by prior knowledge and extraction of probe radius of curvature and contact location.  This process is 
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beyond the scope of this discussion; further information can be found in [31]. 

 

B.2. Adaptive Neural Network Training 

The basic mathematical structure of the ANN is a series of functional transformations.  First we construct a linear 

combination of D input variables (Eqn. 1). 

 

    ∑           
                        (1) 

 

Where parameters Wji refer to the biases and Wj0 refers to the weights of the activation function Aj.  Each of these 

activation functions are transformed using a differentiable, non-linear function: 

  

                                 (2) 

 

These M basis function outputs, referred to as the hidden units, are linearly combined to form the K outputs on 

which the system was trained on. 

 

    ∑           
                      (3) 

 

This software employed the Levenberg-Marquardt backwards propagation algorithm [32] to tune the weights and 

biases of the ANN to maximize the correlation between the model predictions and the recorded data.  Hidden units 

used hyperbolic tangent activation functions; outer units used linear functions.  Hidden layer size was such that an 

adequate number of units existed relative to the inputs (2x inputs, [33]). 

  To prevent the ANN from overfitting and to improve generalization, we used Bayesian regularization and early 

stopping.  Bayesian regularization maximizes the posterior probability of the weights and biases over an error 

function based on the training data.  In this framework, performance function parameters are iteratively updated with 

the weights and biases while a search for the minimum of the sum-of-squared error function occurs via the Hessian 

[34].  Early stopping examines the performance of the ANN during training by examining its performance on the 

validation set.  If the network’s performance on the test set is no longer improved over six iterations, then training is 

stopped. 

 

B.3. Gaussian Mixture Model Regression 

With regard to GMMR, a training dataset with N samples and D dimensionality (number of electrodes), {ξ
j
 

=ξ(V,j),ξ(F,j) }(j=1)
N
, (ξ(V,j): impedance signals, ξ(F,j): force vectors) can be modeled by a mixture of Gaussian 

distributions [35]; K components are determined by system error minimization: 
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where { k, k, k} are the prior probability, mean, and covariance matrix of the Gaussian mixture component k. 

Expectation-Maximization (EM) algorithm is applied to estimate the { k, k, k} by optimizing the maximum 

likelihood. K-means clustering is used to set the initial estimation of { k, k, k}. 

Thus for each Gaussian component k, there is a separate mean and covariance matrix:  
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Given a novel dataset of ξV^', Gaussian Mixture Regression is used to estimate ξF^' [36].  In this case {ξV^',ξF^'} are 

the novel distributed impedance signals and estimated three force vectors, respectively.  
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ξ
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                                                (8) 

 

where ξ_(F,k)^' is estimated force vectors for each Gaussian component k, ωk is the corresponding weight, ξ_F^' is 

the estimated force vector.   Estimated force vectors are presented based on novel data; R-squared, standardized 

mean square error (SMSE) and % Error (Eqn. 9) were reported where appropriate (integral evaluated numerically 

using the trapezoidal rule). 

             ∫
√                

       
            (9) 

C. Vibration Sensing 

Sensitivity of the receptors is a limiting factor both for slip detection and texture discrimination.  Fine control of 

grip force for the human hand is made possible largely by the wealth of tactile sensory information delivered to the 

central nervous system.  When making a precision pinch, the muscles deliver just enough grip force so that an object 

does not slip out of grasp [2]. This desirable behavior requires finely tuned sensory neurons capable of detecting 

microslips between the skin and the object when the ratio of gripping to lateral forces at the fingertip approaches a 

critical threshold [2]. In the biological hand, Pacinian corpuscles with frequency responses of 60-500Hz [37] are 

capable of measuring such vibrations associated with slipas small as a micrometer in amplitude with center frequency 

of 200Hz [38].  There have been no microvibration sensors robust enough to be suitable for practical application in 

mechatronic hands. Various mechano-electrical transducers have been described [39-41] but they had to be located 

on or near the surface of the skin to achieve the requisite sensitivity, where they could easily be damaged. 

To measure microvibrations, our sensor takes advantage of the excellent transmission properties and long 

wavelengths of low-frequency sound waves in incompressible liquids (λ = 3m at 500Hz in water), allowing for the 

fragile pressure transducer to be located away from the region of contact.  This design was validated to detect 

microvibrations correlated with slip against a smooth skin [8].  More recent experiments have focused on the effects 

of fingerprints and exploratory strategies (contact force and sliding velocity) on the amplitude and spectra of 

measured vibrations and the ability to sense slip [40]. 

 

C.1. Texture Discrimination 

A prototype tactile sensor was molded with a fluid pressure sensor (Honeywell 26PC15). Two sets of 1/16” thick 

skins were molded from silicone (Silastic E, Dow Corning), one smooth and one with a fingerprint-like ridged 

pattern (0.0075” deep, 0.0150” spacing).  The assembled sensor was mounted on a bracket that allowed controlled 

forces to be applied to interchangeable textures that could then be slid past the sensor while recording the hydro-

acoustic pressure fluctuations. To investigate the role of fingerprints, data were collected for both the smooth skin as 

well as the fingerprinted skin over a range of various surface textures. Contact forces and slip velocities used while 

exploring these textures were controlled manually by the operator, but were typical to those that human use when 

exploring textures (forces between 0.2-2.0N and velocities between 1-10cm/s). Acoustic pressure signals were 

analyzed with a Short Time Fourier Transform and presented as spectrogram vs. time for various trials to indicate 

intensity. A systematic analysis comparing the precise contributions of forces and velocities has been presented more 

recently [40]. 

C.2. Slip Detection Algorithm 

Previous studies with our BioTac indicated that the spectral power of slip-related signals resided in the frequency 

band of 100-500Hz, permitting them to be discriminated from other contact events with lower frequency components 

[41]. Therefore the overall strategy to sense the occurrence of slip is to sense rapidly the onset of power within this 

band.  If we desire to measure accurately the power of the signal within a certain frequency band, we must first 

determine an appropriate response delay. Human grip reflexes have been observed to be roughly 60-80ms [2], largely 

due to the transmission delays of axons. If an artificial slip signal is required to produce a similar grip reflex to 

control an actuator, it will require similar response times.  

Considering that sensing and transmitting the slip signal is only part of the reflex loop time (the other part is the 

transmission to and response of the actuator), we have chosen a signal analysis time of no more than 30ms, which 

represents half of the total desired response time. To accomplish this, a simple 44-tap band-pass finite impulse 

response  filter (100-250Hz) was used to eliminate low frequency interference and high frequency sampling noise. 
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The AC pressure signal is sampled at 2200Hz, so this represents a total of 20ms window. The signal is then rectified 

and smoothed with an additional 22-tap averaging filter, which represents an additional 10ms window and coincides 

with the 100Hz lower limit of the first filter. This results in an output that represents slip power within the filtered 

bandwidth and a total window length of 30ms.  The resulting effect is that the slip detection algorithm only requires 

the previous 30ms of data; fainter signals will be expected to require the whole window length before detection, 

resulting in a delay of 30ms, while larger signals would be detected in less time after their origination.  To produce 

controlled slip, the BioTac was mounted onto a bracket in contact with an ultrasonic motor (UPM46, DTI Industries). 

This motor was chosen because its high stepping frequency (39kHz) avoids interference with the lower frequency 

vibrations being sensed in the BioTac.  An oscillator drove the stepping frequency of the motor; varying the resistive 

element in this circuit could modulate the overall speed.  Due to the high power of the motor, the change in velocity 

from rest to full speed was virtually instantaneous.  

D. Thermal Sensing 

When a heated end-effector contacts an object at room temperature, there will be heat transfer between the two 

objects that is dependent on their geometry and thermal properties. If the thermal properties of the BioTac are known, 

the thermal properties of the unknown object can be inferred from the changes in temperature when the two come in 

contact. In the case of the BioTac, as the amount of force between them increases, the skin deforms around the 

object, increasing the contact area between them. This increase in contact area will cause an increase in heat transfer 

between the objects, so careful regulation of contact force is required for repeatability.   

Several exotic technologies have been applied to the thermal sensing problem in haptics, such as carbon nanotubes 

[42] and MEMS embodiments yielding skin-like configurations [43, 44]. Others groups use more traditional devices 

such as thermistors, but also use them in conjunction with force sensors and heating elements in the sensors [45] 

when applied to grippers.  The strategy to replicate heat-flow sensing for object discrimination is not new; more 

recent strategies by Engel et al. and Takamuku et al. used strain sensors, heating elements and temperature detectors 

to track thermal and force profiles of contacted objects [24, 45].  Many of these analyses do not extend beyond 

features of the DC temperature profile of the sensor. We speculate that there may be many discriminable features in 

the first and second derivatives of temperature.  Our goal is to produce a device that can discriminate objects 

thermally as well as or better than human subjects [47].  

Early prototypes of the BioTac were heated above ambient temperature so that contact with an external object 

facilitated heat flow dependent on the thermal properties and size of the object.  This is analogous to biological 

mechanisms for thermal object discrimination – the human body is typically a few degrees warmer than the 

surrounding environment. All other things being equal, for a given temperature differential the thermal flux at the 

interface between two contacted objects will depend mutually on the magnitudes of their thermal effusivities ε as 

calculated in Equation 10 below [48]. 

   √                                                  (10) 

 

Where κ equals thermal conductivity, ρ equals density and c equals specific heat capacity.  We posit that this larger 

thermal flux will be reflected as greater variance in the data of temperature, its first and second derivatives.  By using 

principal components analysis (PCA), we can extract and compare the relevant variant features against a known data 

set to identify objects thermally.  We also hypothesized that each of the thermal features (ε, the product of ρ and c 

(relative heat capacity) and κ) can be associated with features in the heat-flow signals.  For example, consider two 

massive objects with equal thermal effusivities, but one has a large thermal conductivity and low relative heat 

capacity and vice versa.  The two thermal signals will look different: the first object will likely have a higher heat-

flow initially but it will rapidly taper off, while the second will not peak as high but the heat-flow will be sustained 

for a longer period of time.  Therefore the net effect of thermal processes over time would be necessary to identify 

objects.  To further discriminate based on thermal conductivity and relative heat capacity, one must examine 

landmark features in the heat-flow signals.  This method is under development and is elaborated further in the 

Discussion section. 

 

D.1. Heat-Flow Sensing 

The BioTac sensor is heated by on-board electronics in the proximal section and power resistors in the distal 

section.  The combined electronic circuitry generates 250 mW of power, resulting in approximately 10°C increase in 
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temperature from ambient after the requisite 15 minute warm-up cycle from rest.  While the sensor is touching an 

object, force (impedance) sensors gather information to analyze the contact forces and shape of the object, which is 

necessary to characterize the contact properties that affect heat flow. At the same time, the PIC microcontroller 

gathers thermistor information. 

A prototype approximating the thermal generation and sensing components of the BioTac was used to demonstrate 

the feasibility of using heat-flow sensing via a thermistor to discriminate objects. The sensor consisted of two 40-

Ohm resistors (heaters) in the back section and three thermistors (GE EC95, Type F): two monitoring the temperature 

of the heaters and a third in the tip for thermal characterization of contacted objects. These electronic components 

were placed into a mold and cast with an epoxy-based encapsulant (Stycast 1264) to generate a core with the size and 

shape of the BioTac. The core was covered with a molded silicone elastomer skin and inflated with approximately 

~1cc of propylene glycol as used in earlier versions of the BioTac.  The two heaters were powered with a 5V source 

providing 1.3W of power. After powering and reaching equilibrium, the sensor’s temperature was approximately 

85°C at the heaters and 31°C in the tip (ambient 25°C).  Voltage was measured via voltage divider, analog low-pass 

filtered (single-pole, cut-off frequency of 1.6 Hz) and recorded by a custom LabVIEW program. The signal was also 

passed through a differentiator to record AC transients; the digitized voltages were converted to their corresponding 

temperatures and temperature derivatives using MATLAB at 500 samples/sec.  The sensor was mounted to a pivot on 

the stepper motor’s base, allowing the finger to contact the sample material consistently (Fig. 3). 

Six materials: copper, aluminum, 316-stainless steel, potter’s ceramic, glass and Teflon, were placed on an 

insulating piece of foam mounted on the force plate (Advanced 

Mechanical Technology, Inc., Model HE6X6-16).  The samples 

consisted of a 101mm diameter by 25mm thick puck of material; these 

samples were large enough to be considered infinite heat sinks relative to 

the mass of the sensor.  A stepper motor (Nippon Pulse America, Inc., 

PFL35T-48Q4C (120), NPAD10BF chopper drive) was used to press the 

tip of the finger against the sample material with a force of 10N (Figure 

3) for approximately 5 minutes. 

To identify materials thermally, the temperature and dT/dt data were 

first smoothed with a 2001-point moving average filter.  This 2s filter 

period was substantially shorter than the relatively slow time constant of 

thermal flux.  The smoothed dT/dt signal was then numerically 

differentiated and smoothed by a 2001-point Savitzky-Golay second-

order differentiator [47].  A 3-row matrix M was formed with the first 

row consisting of temperature, the second dT/dt and the third d
2
T/dt

2
.  

The data were preprocessed for PCA by subtracting the mean and 

dividing by the variance.  To get the principal-component-space (PCS) 

for a particular material, PCA was performed in MATLAB on the 

preprocessed matrix M resulting in the principal components for that 

material.  To derive the PCS, the data for that material were multiplied by the respective principal components.  To 

explore if a new material has the same thermal effusivity as a known material we compare the results of: 

 

PCSKM  DataKM = PCSKM  DataUM                           (11) 

 

where KM refers to known material and UM refers to unknown material.  This will produce a mapping of the 2 

materials in PCS; if they have the same variance, the data points will overlap precisely.   

 

D.2. Object Contact Period 

It should be possible to identify the material nature of contacted objects by comparison with a database of known 

objects.  Contact pose can be controlled by the robotic manipulator and we posit that deterministic machine learning 

techniques like artificial neural networks (ANNs) or Gaussian mixture modeling and regression (GMMR) can 

provide force feedback (See Section III.A. below).  In our initial experiments, object contact times were 5 minutes 

but most of the distinguishing features appeared in the early parts of the response (<30 sec).  For practical use, it will 

Fig 3: Thermal Test Assembly 
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be important to determine the shortest period of contact that can be used to discriminate materials reliably. To 

evaluate the effect of contact time, each of the five trials for all materials were split into six “windows” based on 

features discussed in Section III.C. (the last window encompassing the full time period; Table 2).  Euclidean cluster 

analysis was then used to determine if the materials were discriminable as time progressed.   

 
Table 2: Time Contact Window Summary 

Window Marker Reason for Marker % of Test 

Period/ Time 

1 Near inflection point ~1.5%/ 5s  

2 Near dT/dt minimum #2 ~7%/ 20s 

3 Half-way between inflection point 

and 50% marker 34%/ 1.7 min 

4 50% of test period 50%/ 2.5 min 

5 75% of data 75%/ 3.75 min 

6 End of Data 100%/ 5.0 min 

 

For each material’s set and window, a mean and standard deviation was determined based on their mapping onto 

copper principal component space (as explained in Section II D.1; the choice of the mapped material is arbitrary).  

The 2 principal component mean values became the center of an ellipse and 2 times the standard deviation in each 

principal component became the major and minor axis of the ellipse.  The degree to which two ellipses overlap 

indicates the similarity in material.   It is expected that as more data are used in the comparison (i.e. the time window 

gets larger), the means of ellipses will diverge if two materials have largely different effusivities or they will remain 

close if the effusivities are similar. 

III. RESULTS 

A. Force Sensing 

Table 3 shows a summary of 5-cross fold generalization error for all forces, ANNs and GMMR (K = 9).  The ANN 

set performed better and a typical generalization set across three forces is presented below for visualization (Fig. 4). 

   
   Table 3A and B: Statistical metrics for MLA Tests Sets; +/- refers to one standard deviation 

A: Artificial Neural Network (ANN) 

 Force (X) Force (Y) Force (Z) 

R
2
 0.829 +/- 0.0341 0.943 +/- 0.00434 0.876 +/- 0.0218 

Error 40.7 +/- 2.19 18.6 +/- 0.808 23.5 +/- 2.56 

SMSE 0.183 +/- 0.0188 0.0571 +/- 0.00451 0.127 +/- 0.00456 

B: Gaussian Mixture Modeling Regression (GMMR) 

 Force (X) Force (Y) Force (Z) 

R
2
 0.408 +/- 0.0598 0.851 +/- 0.00521 0.445 +/- 0.0311 

Error 67.9 +/- 2.99 32.6 +/- 1.67 59.3 +/- 3.23 

SMSE 0.616 +/- .0198 0.149 +/- 0.00897 0.737 +/- 0.00587 
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Figure 4: Tri-graph of forces versus ANN predictions over a representative generalization test of novel data    Tri-axial force 

extraction showing R
2 
>0.9 and errors 10-30% (figure reproduced from [56] with permission) 

B. Vibration Sensing 

Vibrations sensed by the BioTac originate from the power in the sliding friction between the object and the 

BioTac.  Total friction power is proportional to the sliding velocity and the contact force.  It would be intuitive to 

assume that increasing either of these parameters would result in larger signals but this was, in fact, not the case as 

demonstrated in Figure 5.  Instead some of the largest signals were found at the lower force levels.  The authors 

speculate that this may be due to a damping mechanism in the BioTac at larger forces.  Clearly it will be important to 

carefully regulate the contact forces used during exploratory strategies.  The addition of fingerprints had a profound 

effect on sensed vibration amplitude and spectral content for all possible combinations of surface texture, contact 

force, and sliding velocities.  Spectrograms demonstrating this contrast can be seen in Figure 5.   
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Figure 5: Spectrograms for light (~0.1N), medium (~1.0N) and heavy (~10N) forces across three materials: Silk (left), Suede 

(center) and 100 grit Sandpaper (right), sliding velocities were relatively slow (~1cm/s).  Each abscissa spans 1 second and 

ordinate spans 0 to 1500 Hz. (Figure reproduced from [57] with permission). 

 

In general, fingerprints increased signal amplitudes roughly 10-30 times and produced more complex spectra than 

the smooth skins.  In all cases the spectral content was 

richer with the addition of fingerprints and the signal-

to-noise was greatly improved, which would be 

desirable for texture discrimination.  

The ability to detect slip by sensing power within 

the 100-250Hz power range proved to be reliable 

(Figure 6) and reflected the slight delay as expected, 

but further studies over a wider range of forces and 

velocities are still required. 
 

 

Figure 6: Signal processing to detect slip that began at 

0.24s; response confirms a small time delay due to the filter 

design, but otherwise a fairly rapid response and detection 

of slip.  X-Axis time (seconds), y-axis pressure (mpsi) 

 

 

 

C. Thermal Sensing 

Upon contact with a test object, the derivative of temperature (TAC) has several reproducible features. The initial 

negative peak rate of change is similar for all materials because this cooling effect is due to the cooler skin displacing 

the fluid and contacting the core near the thermistor, typically 5 seconds in these experiments (Figure 7). The skin 

surrounding the sensor is closer to ambient temperature than the core because of the intervening fluid and proximity 

to ambient air. 
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Figure 7: Left) TDC (top) and TAC (bottom) following contact (vertical arrows) with large plastic and copper test pucks.  Right) 

AC transient responses for large test samples: digitally filtered with 1Hz Butterworth LPF for clarity 

 

After the initial transient, features of the contacted object emerge. The next notable feature is an inflection point in 

the rate of temperature change. Following contact with plastic, TAC reverts to a gradually decreasing rate of cooling.   

During contact with copper, cooling is faster and exhibits a second negative peak. Similar behavior can be seen for 

the other metal samples.  Materials with low thermal conductivity do not have this second negative peak but exhibit 

other material-specific behaviors that remain to be examined in more detail.  The prominent initial negative peak for 

glass probably reflects the specular surface of this sample and a high level of tackiness to the silicone skin; all other 

materials were polished to a satin finish, resulting in lower contact surface area at the microscopic scale. 

 

C.1. Thermal Object Identification: Principle Components Analysis 

To form the component set for PCA, we used the thermistor temperature signal and its first two derivatives.  The 

principal component breakdown was very similar for all materials and trials and percent energy variance was: 88.7% 

(1
st
 Eigenvalue), 9.87% (2

nd
) and 1.52% (3

rd
).    To determine which features to map onto the principal components, 

we examine absolute variance to mean ratio.  It was found that d
2
T/dt

2
 exhibited the highest average absolute 

variance/ mean ratio of 1.72, followed by dT/dt 0.948, and Temperature 0.00916; unsurprisingly, the derivatives 

appear to provide the most discriminative information. 

The proximity between trials in PC space (red dots to blue dots in Figure 8) is an indication of the likelihood that 

the materials tested have the same thermal effusivities.  Two copper runs and aluminum (close in effusivity) have co-

located data points, whereas copper versus ceramic and plastic are much further apart, indicating discriminability. 

Figure 9 shows various trials of thermal data (1st and 2nd derivatives) mapped on to the 1st and 2nd principal 

components of a representative trial of copper.  The data start after the initial skin contact transient for all trials.   

We were surprised by the relatively larger distance between ceramic and copper vs. plastic and copper because 

ceramic and copper are closer to each other in thermal effusivity than plastic and copper.  We also wanted to confirm 

that plastic could be discriminated from ceramic.  This was confirmed in plots of plastic vs. ceramic for a PCS 

constructed from the plastic data.   
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Figure 8: One copper trial plotted in principal component space with a different copper trial (upper left), aluminum (lower left), 

ceramic (upper right) and Teflon (lower right); second derivative pairs occupy the upper section of the graph, first derivative 

pairs the lower. 

 

C.2. Object Contact Period 

Our goal was to discover the minimal amount of time required to reliably discriminate two objects from one another.   

Several contact time windows were determined as indicated in Table 3.  Window markers were established based on 

thermal signal landmarks observed in Figure 7 and by evenly dividing data at later intervals. We used thermal data 

collected at 10N normal force, which compresses the skin against the core, and a pose of 45 degrees, which causes 

the surface of the core in the vicinity of the thermistor to be parallel to the surface of the puck.  The two cases 

examined are copper versus aluminum (the two materials with the most similar thermal effusivities) and copper 

versus Teflon plastic (the most different effusivities).  In the case of aluminum, it appears that the first time window 

is the most reliable (Figure 9, Left).  While the centers of the ellipses are never co-located, as the time window 

increases, the size of the ellipse grows, decreasing discriminability as heat systems equalize (Figure 9, Right). As 

time goes on, variability increases as the ellipses enlarge and only the second derivative component maintains 

discriminability.  To test that the means of the ellipses diverge over time between two materials of different 

effusivity, copper and plastic means were plotted for progressive time-windows (Figure 10).  The dT/dt components 

maintain relative close proximity, although slight divergence can be seen as the plot progresses (black straight 

arrow).  The d
2
T/dt

2
 components show the most spreading as indicated by the red curved arrow (plastic) and dark 

blue curved arrow (copper). 
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Figure 9: (Left) Window 1: Euclidean cluster analysis ellipses for copper and aluminum (Inset) Zoom view of dT/dt ellipses.  

(Right) Window 6: Ellipses for Cu and Al 

 

 
 

Figure 10: Means of ellipses for copper (blue) and plastic (red)(windows 2 to 4 only shown for clarity).  Circles indicate d2T/dt2 

components and stars indicate dT/dt components as they deviate over time.   

 

IV. DISCUSSION 

A. Force Sensing 

Both MLAs were able to represent both the magnitude and dynamics of the applied force with reasonable 

accuracy.  ANNs were able to represent direct force calculations better; this probably reflects the larger number of 

free parameters and robustness of the software version (Mathworks).  However, the goal was not high specificity in 

either MLA, but rather to demonstrate that information about such forces is actually embedded in the impedance 

data.  What is useful to note is that representations for Y forces are much better than Z or X forces; this is most likely 

due to the higher number of electrodes respectively facing the +/- Y versus singular Z or X planes of action.  The 

ANN produces force errors (18-40%) that are higher, but not unreasonable given typical human force discrimination 

errors (6-9%) [50, 51].  This error could be further reduced by more elegant tuning of ANN parameters and more 

accurate calculation of error (e.g. higher sample rate and use of Simpson’s rule versus trapezoidal rule).  Thermal 
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compensation of the impedance signals is also required, but not addressed in this work.  Empirical temperature 

compensation curves have been developed for each electrode using thermal data from the fingertip thermistor and are 

available in product packaging at www.syntouchllc.com. 

It is unlikely that humans explicitly extract orthogonal force vectors from their interactions with objects and it may 

prove to be unnecessary for biomimetic control strategies in robots to do so, either. The biomimetic design of the 

BioTac core provides opportunities to use the BioTac and its individual sensor signals in simple control algorithms 

that may be similar to those employed by humans using their natural fingertips.  For example, the flat bevel near the 

tip has four electrodes whose impedance signals have been used directly to control the attitude of a robotic finger 

while exploring tilted surfaces [54].  The indentation of the BioTac into the more compliant surfaces produced 

distinctive changes in the impedances of individual surrounding electrodes.  

B. Vibration Sensing 

Fingerprints have long been hypothesized to play an important role in the transduction of sliding motion to 

vibrations in biological skin. The actual mechanism remains unclear, however. Recently Scheibert et. al. have 

proposed a one-to-one relationship between sliding velocity and vibration frequency that is dependent on fingerprint 

spacing [52]. Their data were collected at extremely low scanning velocities (0.01-0.05 cm/s), however, much slower 

than typical human exploratory movements (1-10 cm/s). Our own findings with smooth skins suggested that spectral 

frequencies of microvibrations were relatively little affected by velocities within biological scanning ranges for 

textures [8]. The addition of fingerprints clearly changes the mechanism of transduction in ways that are 

advantageous to perception but need to be better understood to permit systematic design of biomimetic sensors and 

feature extractors; further studies over a wider range of forces and velocities are underway [40].   

We hypothesize that fingerprints result in a coherent pattern of stick-slip behavior that amplifies their individual 

vibrations.  Tangential force deforms the elastic skin ridges until they reach the limits of static friction, whereupon 

they release abruptly.  Because the ridges are coupled together in the elastic substrate of the dermis, abrupt release of 

one ridge alters the stress on adjacent ridges, changing their probability of release in a spatially coherent way.  We 

speculate that this gives rise to coherent summation of their released energy, similar to that seen in phased-array 

radar.  The timing and extent of these releases seems likely to depend on mechanical beating between the regular 

spacing of the fingerprint ridges and any repeating texture and friction of the surface being scanned.  The effects of 

normal force, tangential force and scanning velocity are not intuitive and remain to be determined. 

C. Thermal Sensing 

In the case of Euclidean cluster analysis, we see that the centers of the ellipses gradually diverge over time as more 

data is accounted for, indicating improved discriminability between two samples of varying effusivity.  However, the 

size of the ellipses also grows with time.  This indicates increased variability from trial to trial as time goes on.  One 

possible explanation is the relatively high thermal fluxes present during time-windows one and two.  In the latter 

windows, temperature is closer to equilibrium and the signal-to-noise ratio of the temperature signals has decreased.  

This is especially true in the second derivative signals, which are relatively noisy.  In order to choose an optimal time 

window, one must determine a threshold of overlapping area between ellipses based upon the relevant task – that is 

gathering just enough data for identification for the task at hand.  Future experiments to validate proper material 

identification are planned for time windows 1 through 3, as well as developing further granularity within the 

windows themselves.   

The thermal time constants were also relatively long compared to the 5 to 10 seconds required by humans to 

thermally identify objects [53].  Further improvements can be implemented by choosing a thermistor with a faster 

response and increasing the thermal conductivity of the skin (e.g. adding inert fillers prior to elastomer curing).  

Selecting a suitable elastomer for the skin requires careful consideration of factors such as wear resistance and 

absorption and diffusion of the components of the liquid filling of the BioTac [54]. 

Further distinction amongst materials with similar effusivities and knowledge about thermal conductivity and 

relative heat capacity must be considered as well.  Determining features over time based on the thermal circuit 

models and using statistical correlation or machine learning classifiers to identify material properties are possible 

strategies.  For example, aluminum, glass and ceramic have relatively close relative heat capacities, but aluminum 

has a much higher thermal conductivity.  In Figure 7 one can see this results in a sustained transient for aluminum 

(high thermal conductivity and large mass), but glass and ceramic show decreasing heat-flow much earlier.  This 

http://www.syntouchllc.com/
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feature could be used to distinguish thermal conductivity from the effusivity to which it contributes, for example.  

For actual use in the field, the thermal data must be deconvolved with other information about the geometry of the 

object, the location of the point of contact with respect to the thermistor, and the deformation of the skin around the 

object, which determines the contact area and thus heat flux.  A smaller radius of curvature and/or a smaller thermal 

mass and/or a smaller temperature differential will reduce the thermal excursions.  Information about all of the 

mechanical aspects can be extracted from the array of impedance sensing electrodes.  Algorithms are being 

developed to account for such variables.  For example, by controlling robot exploratory pose, the sensor contact area 

can be estimated for a given force when contacting a flat surface.  One can take advantage of the fact that contact 

area asymptotes as force increases due to the compliant nature of the BioTac [55].  For examples, forces of 10 to 15N 

have little change in contact area compared to 0-5N.  It is not clear, however, whether an analytical solution is 

possible or even necessary.  In order to match the relatively coarse discriminability achieved by humans, it may be 

sufficient to compare the extracted features of the thermal data to a reference table of contact events collected 

empirically from known objects. 

V. CONCLUSION 

Each of the three sensing modalities of the BioTac appears to provide a reasonable approximation of the 

information available from the corresponding modality of biological sensors.  Similar to biological sensors, their 

signals depend on their conditions of use and the exploratory movements that are made to acquire tactile information.  

Presumably the biological nervous system integrates information across tactile and proprioceptive modalities plus 

information about commands sent to actuators (efference copy) to arrive at accurate assessments of the underlying 

properties of objects encountered.  We are just beginning to develop the corresponding algorithms that will be 

required to make full use of multimodal tactile sensors. 
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GLOSSARY 

Artificial Neural Network – A machine learning technique that clusters information or approximates 

functions by transforming, weighting and biasing a number of inputs 

Biomimetic – Utilizing principles of design or function found in nature 

Cutaneous – Sensation derived from the skin or covering of a device or organism 

Elastomer – A flexible, compliant polymer having rubber-like properties 

Gaussian Mixture Model Regression – A machine learning technique that clusters information or 

approximates functions by combining a number of Gaussian functions over a number of dimensions. 

Principle Components Analysis – A mathematical method that linearly separates data along orthogonal 

dimensions according to variance 

Tactile Sensor – A device that measures physical effects arising from contact with objects and surfaces 

Thermistor – A semiconductor based device whose resistance varies with temperature 
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